
 “TIMS Delivery was instrumental in helping us exceed our savings goals. We have a complex delivery model and saved more 
than 4.9 million dollars annually since full implementation. Updating orders in TIMS instantly upon delivery and eliminating 

labor-intensive, back-office manual processes were major factors in realizing these savings.” 
Oscar De Los Monteros, Preferred Homecare - home delivery of medical oxygen and medical equipment

TIMS Assistant is the perfect mobile 
assistant for your entire sales team. It 
makes everyday sales tasks a breeze—from 
checking price and availability, creating 

mobile orders, reviewing customer account information, 
to capturing contacts, and creating Notes and Tasks for 
customers and prospects. TIMS Assistants’ latest feature 
lets you process customer cylinder returns right at your 
dock. It’s mobile service at the point of service.

TIMS Delivery  is the next generation 
of mobile computing built to do more than 
just deliver. Real-time connectivity lets you 
update existing orders and create new 

orders on the fly. Track truck location with GPS and service 
times for each order. Record line item details for cylinders, 
bulk gases, hardgoods, and rentals with the built-in 
camera, SIP keyboard or an external Bluetooth barcode 
scanner. Calculate customer pricing, taxes, and fees 
automatically for each order. Accept credit card payments 
to streamline invoicing then email electronic proof of 
delivery and receipt.

TIMS Plant targets fill plant operations—
from tagging new cylinder assets, verifying 
and updating barcoded cylinder information, 
cylinder filling, andlocation transfers, to truck 

load/unload/reconcile functions.

Best of all, TIMS mobile applications run on real-time, and 
as always, are fully integrated with your core TIMS system 
giving you the up-to-minute data you need.
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THE WORLD IS CONNECTED, SO IS TIMS

The use of mobile applications has become its own eco-system around the world as businesses both 
large and small have incorporated mobile apps to increase productivity dramatically. Our new mobile 
applications let you do business when, where, and how you need to, using smartphones or tablets.
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